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Eliminating the Fear of
Concussion through Education
Sports are an important part of children’s development, where they not only improve their
physical health and self-esteem, but also learn respect, teamwork, and personal responsibility. All of
which benefit them on and off the ice. With the fear of concussions at the forefront of every parent’s
mind, some parents are going so far as removing their child from sports. However, through education,
good sportsmanship, great coaching, along with early concussion recognition, reporting, and diagnosis,
you can help your child stay safe and active through sports.
A concussion is a type of traumatic brain injury (TBI) that alters how the brain normally
functions. This can be caused by a bump, blow, jolt to the head, or a hit to the body causing the brain to
bounce or twist within the skull. Concussions are a serious injury; however, by coaching appropriate
playing techniques, promoting safe play and good sportsmanship, we can help decrease the incidence of
concussion. If a concussive injury occurs, the athlete may demonstrate or complain of the following:

Symptoms




Headache
Dizziness
Clumsy, poor coordination





Light/Sound sensitivity
Vision changes
Confusion





In the event of a possible
concussion, parents and coaches
can institute the 4-R Action Plan:
RECOGNIZE the injury.

Poor concentration
Difficulty with
memory
Slow reaction time

Remember to educate your child on the importance
of recognizing their symptoms, reporting their injury and
supporting their teammates in the event of a concussion.
Through awareness, education, and early recognition, we
can help eliminate the fear of concussion.

REMOVE the athlete from play
immediately, symptoms may take
24-48 hours to emerge.
REPORT the possible concussion
to coaching
staff/parents/guardians.
RECOMMEND the athlete be
evaluated by a health care
provider and request written
medical clearance prior to the
athlete returning to play.
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Dave Starman, EJEPL Director of Player Development
and Montreal Canadiens NCAA Scout
However, there isn't a youth hockey coach in America whose job
depends on them winning a league championship. Mites might be
the biggest offender with some coaches (and parents) still convinced
that mites should be playing and practicing on full ice. You couldn't
find one study that would support full ice mites as the proper
development avenue for 8U players yet the recreation of the wheel
still is out there in many areas, especially here in the Northeast and
Mid-Atlantic. Google USA Hockey's analytics video on this subject.
The facts and data are there.

Dave Starman has been with the USA Hockey
Coaching Education Program for 21 years
and is the ADM Goalie Development
Coordinator for New York State. A former
minor league, youth hockey, and Junior A
Coach, Dave is a Pro Scout with the Montreal
Canadiens

As the season starts to
approach coaches will start to
think of many things relating to
their teams. Puck drops on new
seasons create new opportunities
for young players yet also bring
with them the same issues that pop
up every season across our
region. The more involved I
become with the the Coaching
Education Program, writing age
appropriate curriculums, and
player development the more
obvious it is how many coaches
create their own issues by
confusing the end goal of their
season plans.
What does that mean? It
means that way too many coaches
from the 14U level and down (and
across the three tiers of play) are
building teams first and players
second. The end goal is "to hang a
banner". Yes, we all want to win
and we all have pride and are
ultra-competitive.

I have spoken with many ACE Coordinators, Coaching
Coordinators, and Hockey Directors who have said that they would
let a coach go if they feel they aren't developing players correctly.
So the mixed message is there. Generally speaking we'll be thrilled
as parents if our kid’s team wins a meaningless league title but
don't seem to focus on if the kid is getting good coaching or
instruction which is the key to their long term development as
players so they can play at the higher levels. Despite the proven
success of the American Development Model, its subsequent
adoption by the US Olympic Committee (and now USA Football) as
its preferred method of age appropriate development for all athletes
under its umbrella, many out there still think the ADM is a fight
about cross ice vs full ice mites. The amount of people who still
ignore the facts and science proving how much better cross or half
ice play is at that age is staggering.
Looking over the practice plans from the recently completed
Select 15-17 national camps you see the use of ONLY small area
games, small area skill stations, and emphasis on high compete
drills. So our elite players (including our recent World Junior U20
camp) can spend most of its time in stations and small area games
but our mites should be doing full ice drills?
Squirts also fall into this trap, they don't need a lot of full ice
work, and they’d maximize their time and double their skill and
hockey sense acquisition with a commitment to smaller ice
activity. I say this from experience, I did it with a squirt team two
years ago and am still seeing the positive effects in those players.
Building a mite team to "win" vs building a mite
program to make sure you have a really good squirt program is
mindless thinking. These 8 years olds would rather play sharks and
minnows, freeze tag, and soccer on ice than learn how to fore-check.
If they are moving they are learning!
Having built a really progressive mite program recently I
speak from experience. They want to shoot pucks, pass pucks, and
skate with pucks. They don't want to stand on line in full ice drills
because, like the outfielder in 10U baseball, they'll do anything but
pay attention because they are bored standing around.
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The argument I hear with mites is "if we don't play full ice they won't learn offsides". OK, my son was a
mite, he went to squirts. It took him 1 practice spent playing cross ice scrimmage with a red line drawn
to figure out that ever incredibly mentally challenging concept of offsides. What no one stops to think of
is, play a small area game, draw a line, and tell the mites "the rule of the game is, you have to let the
puck go over this line before you do." You know what, we've had great success teaching 7 year old kids
offsides that way. It's not rocket science
The second thing I hear is "well, if we only use half ice we won't be good on the full ice. We won't be in
skating shape and we won't know how to use all that space."
Please!
When I was with the Long Beach Lightning, I had a Tier 2 squirt team. Upon a recommendation
from long-time friend Ken Rausch (USA Hockey Director of Youth Hockey) we created a radical plan for
player development. I told Ken that all we have is two skates a week for an hour each (I wanted three)
and only half ice (which I actually liked). We had 14 skaters on that team, a mix of major and minor kids
and 2 goalies.
I told Ken that I knew we could build a skilled group with our emphasis on small area work and
competitive small area game stations. I also knew we could build not only good players but a good team
through the drills at these small stations. We'd put our kids into game like situations with a ton of reps at
good pace and in an environment where they would have to figure a lot of things out and would be
encouraged to be creative. There would not be much standing around and in a 60 minute skate we'd keep
these kids in motion probably 45-50 minutes. "No laps, no lines, no lectures" as Michigan ADM Regional
Manager Bob Mancini likes to say.
Ken added a twist. He said "don't allow your team to dump the puck, EVER!" I said "excuse
me?" He repeated it and said a pee wee team that had won nationals had that same philosophy and it
increased their kids focus on making plays under pressure as opposed to just giving up the puck. He said
the message from the coach to the parents was that we'll lose a game here and there because of a
turnover but he didn't care, we'll give up goals because of this philosophy but we'll learn from the
mistakes. In the end the players will be better because they will have better skills, increased vision, and
more confidence with the puck.
So we did it. We allowed kids to chip a puck past a defenseman at the OZ blue line but the rule
was it couldn't be a hard dump but rather done so to create a foot race (emphasizes a skill, explosive
skating). If we were on a line change, the puck carrier had to hold it and protect it to allow the change to
happen. Shorthanded we challenged the kids to at least gain the red line before sending it down. As the
season went on they just kept going with it like we were 5v5. Delayed offsides, don't fire it back in,
protect it, regroup, and attack with possession.
Between the emphasis on skill development, reps, game situations in small areas, instruction,
cross ice scrimmage with ever changing rule parameters (thank you ADM New England Regional Manager
Roger Grillo) by the end of the season, despite not winning the league and not one full ice practice we
were as skilled/competitive as anyone we played and became the best offensive and defensive transition
team in the league. It was the best year I ever spent in youth hockey.
Coaches, here is my message to you. Understand the age group you have and what they need to learn to
make them better players for the next team they go to. You have one major job as a coach and that is
prepare your kids for the season after this one. USA Hockey has put out more reference material on this
subject and it is constantly updated. The age appropriate coaching modules and practice plans on the
USA Hockey website give you more than enough information to run the player development program you
want to run. Read the USA Hockey Skill Progressions for Youth Hockey book (great job by Northern
Plains CIC David Hoff and staff on this). Small Area Games, small area skill stations, emphasis on the
fundamentals (or more challenging-putting the FUN in FUNdamentals) need to be components of your
program. We need to give the game back to the kids and not over structure it to death. Kids need time to
do things to improve. 12 year olds don't need to be better penalty killers, they need skill development.
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They need puck touches, they need to shoot more pucks, they need to do more stops and starts, they
need to learn how to pivot while skating backwards (yes, even the forwards), they need to know how to
make a good pass and receive one. Teach them all of that and it will be pretty easy to get them to kill a
penalty. You can't do the TACTICAL unless you can do the TECHNICAL.
Coaches, do yourself a favor and do your players a favor. Make it about them. Many parents
think squirts is a mini NHL; it isn't. Play your kids in games. Don't create 12 year old role
players. Don't put 5 forwards on your pee wee minor power play and have 5-6 defensemen sitting there
watching every power play; what kind of message does that send? In practice, allow kids to fail. There
is a old expression with FAIL -- Failure Always Includes Learning. Don't scream at mistakes. A former
NCAA and NHL player told me once that it wasn't until he played professionally in Europe that a coach
didn't voice displeasure with him if he tried and failed to beat a defenseman 1v1 at the offensive blue
line. He said the coaches in Europe told him "try it again, use your skills.” We need more of that. We
need to encourage our kids to try things; that's what these games and practices are for. No one will
remember that bantam game against Team X in Delaware in August 10 years from now nor will they care
who won.
A young player might remember that game as the game he/she finally took a puck to the net in
traffic and scored, or made a pass that created a goal by delaying to find time and space, or tried a move
on a defenseman that worked, or had a consistently good game on defense breaking up plays and making
good breakout passes. That's winning and that's coaching!!
Conversely they might have a game where they tried some things that didn't work but learned
what they will need to do in practice to make it work. These games aren't about the coaches or parents,
they are about the players. At some point in their lives these kids will not have mommy/stepmom or
daddy/stepdad or legal guardian to helicopter or lawnmower parent for them. They will need to make
decisions based on acquired mental and physical skills and what better way to teach life skills than
through this great game.
Tying this up, let's set out this season to make better hockey players. As old friend Red Gendron
often tells me "Starman, the team that gets off the bus with the best players generally wins." Now the
Head Coach at Maine after Stanley Cup rings won with NJ as an assistant coach and a national title ring
won as an assistant at Yale, Gendron practices what he preaches with skates that emphasize making his
players better. How's that for a challenge, create practices and a season plan that will try and create the
most skilled team in your league. Skill matters.
The banners we want to hang are the ones with player names on them, the ones we helped move
on to higher levels. As coaches, those are our wins. Players would trade winning pee wee Silver Sticks
for a chance to play in the USHL, the NCAA, and beyond.
The myth that development only happens on good teams has been disproven many times over.
The list of late bloomers (Chris Kunitz comes to mind) is overwhelming. Former NHL goalie Sean Burke
felt that because of how bad his junior team was and how many shots a game he faced was a major
reason he a) got noticed and b) got better (I work with Sean on the pro scouting staff of the Montreal
Canadiens). The building blocks of the young star or late bloomer are laid in good practices that focus on
developing skill and gradually adding the tactical component once your players can actually play. As a
31 year coach from mites to the pro level I implore you to think about every practice as a way to make
your kids better players first and foremost. Working with former Penguins coach Dan Bylsma a few
years ago at the World Junior Championships, I asked him about what guys like Sidney Crosby, the
world's best player, were like in practice. His answer "he is a joy to coach because he expects the
coaches to get on the ice every day with a plan to make him a better player. That's what great players
want to do, get better every day."
http://www.admkids.com and http://www.usahockeygoaltending.com have a lot to offer you. The USA
Hockey Mobile Coaching App is a must for any coach and I'd recommend spending the $10 to access all of
the instructional videos. USA Hockey also has many videos on You Tube to access and learn from.
Good luck coaches, I'll see you along the tour this season.
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Teens Host Event to Give Back to Heart
Hospital That Saved LI Edge Hockey
Coach Kent Hitchcock

T

he Long Island hockey community

rallied around one of its own with a fundraiser to
spotlight the incredible work by the staff of
the Sandra Atlas Bass Heart Hospital at North
Shore University Hospital in Manhasset after
they saved a coach who went into cardiac arrest
during a game.
Kent Hitchcock, 52, of Manhasset, has
made a miraculous recovery in the four months
since his near-death experience, thanks to first
responders on the scene and major open heart
surgery performed at the Sandra Atlas Bass Heart
Hospital.
The event, which raised $4,500 for the
Heart Hospital, was organized by the LI Edge U18
club hockey team and their family members. The
teenaged hockey players offered skating lessons
during the two-hour fundraiser at the Port
Washington Skating Center, which included raffle
items such as a signed New York Islander jersey,
hockey sticks and numerous gifts donated by local
merchants. Ed Westfall, a former Islanders legend
and Stanley Cup winner, was also on hand.
“Most of us have known ‘Coach Hitch’ since we
were in middle school,” said Christopher
Boisselle, a rising senior at Manhasset High
School who spearheaded the fundraiser. “We are
so grateful for his successful heart surgery. As a
team, we wanted to say thank you to the Heart
Hospital for saving our coach’s life and to raise
awareness about heart disease.”
The LI Edge reached the Long Island
Championship last March and built a 3-1 lead in
the second period when Mr. Hitchcock, the head
coach, suddenly became lightheaded and couldn’t
breathe. In front of a packed rink in Dix Hills, Mr.
Hitchcock collapsed, turned blue and stopped
breathing. First responders gave him CPR and
used an automated external defibrillator (AED) to
reset his heartbeat.

From Left: Christopher Boisselle, Kent Hitchcock

“The heart attack came out of nowhere,”
said Mr. Hitchcock, an avid golfer and
workout warrior whose three sons also play
hockey. “Next to a hospital, I was lucky this
happened at a hockey rink because staff and
first responders know how to use a
defibrillator. They saved my life!”
Mr. Hitchock, who works at a
Manhattan investment bank, was conscious
when the ambulance arrived. He was
brought to Northwell Health’s Huntington
Hospital, where cardiologist Raj Patcha,
MD, performed a cardiac catheterization to
diagnose the cardiac problem and inserted
an intra-aortic balloon pump to stabilize
Mr. Hitchcock, so he could be transferred to
the Sandra Atlas Bass Heart Hospital for
cardiac surgery.
At the Heart Hospital, Mr. Hitchcock and
his wife, Mia, met Alan Hartman, MD,
chair of cardiothoracic surgery at
Northwell Health. He explained that a
quadruple coronary artery bypass graft
needed to be done immediately and credited
the high-level of cardiac care at Huntington
Hospital, a community hospital, as key in
stabilizing Mr. Hitchcock before he could
receive open heart surgery.
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Mr. Hitchcock underwent successful surgery
on March 7 and received follow up care at
home by Heart Hospital nurse
practitioners. He was back on the ice four
weeks later as well as exercising regularly.
“Heart disease is still the No. 1 killer in this
country,” said Dr. Hartman, who attended the
fundraiser. “Mr. Hitchcock, who is part of a
large, close-knit hockey community, has
already made an impact in his circle about
cardiac disease. Community events like these
raise awareness even further and education
always makes a difference in saving lives.”

From left: Dr. Alan Hartman, Christopher Boisselle,
Kent Hitchcock and New York Islanders legend Ed
Westfall

Central Florida Hockey Club, Gulf Coast
Flames, and South Florida Golden

Wolves Face Hurricane Irma
Hurricane Irma was an extremely powerful
and catastrophic Cape Verde type hurricane,
the strongest observed in the Atlantic since
Dean in 2007 in terms of maximum
sustained winds. It was the strongest and
the first Category 5 hurricane to strike the
Leeward Islands, followed by Hurricane
Maria only two weeks later. It was also the
most intense Atlantic hurricane to strike the
United States since Katrina in 2005, and the
first major hurricane to make landfall in
Florida since Wilma in 2005. The ninth
named storm, fourth hurricane, and second
major hurricane of the 2017 Atlantic
hurricane season, Irma caused widespread
and catastrophic damage throughout its long
lifetime, particularly in parts of the
northeastern Caribbean and the Florida
Keys.
Irma developed on August 30, 2017
near the Cape Verde Islands, from a tropical
wave that had moved off the West African
coast three days prior. On September 4, Irma
resumed intensifying, becoming a Category 5
hurricane by early the next day.

Hurricane Irma satellite view

On September 6, Irma reached its peak
intensity with 185 mph (295 km/h) winds and a
minimum pressure of 914 hPa (27.0 inHg),
making it the second most intense tropical
cyclone worldwide so far in 2017, behind only
Hurricane Maria, and the strongest worldwide
in 2017 in terms of wind speed.
After crossing the Straits of Florida and
being upgraded to a Category 4 hurricane,
initial landfall took place at Cudjoe Key at 9:10
am. EDT on September 10, where an estimated
10 ft (3 m) storm surge occurred during the
afternoon. In the Keys, the hurricane caused
major damage to buildings, trailer parks, boats,
roads, the electricity supply,
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mobile phone coverage, internet access,
sanitation, the water supply and the fuel
supply. Out of the EJEPL, there were three
teams located in Florida that were severely
affected by Hurricane Irma. Central Florida
Hockey Club, Gulf Coast Flames, and South
Florida Golden Wolves. From the picture
below and to the right, you can see how
powerful this hurricane was as four large
oak trees were uprooted and tossed around
in the yard of Kevin Conway, Head Coach of
the 18u Central Florida Hockey Club.
Located in the Greater Orlando area, the
CFHC had many players and their families
that took on damage to their homes and

18u Head Coach, Central Florida Hockey Club, Kevin
Conway’s yard, fallen down oak trees in the aftermath of
Hurricane Irma

were also affected by flooding. “As a
club, we made it through the
hurricane…the city of Orlando looks like
a war zone with down trees and flooding
in spots. Many of our coaches and
players are still without power but so
far everybody I heard from is safe” said
Tim Mara on September 13th, President
of the CFHC just days after the
hurricane hit. Tim also mentioned that
they plan on practicing on September
13th as they slowly get back into hockey
life.
The Gulf Coast Flames, located in
Ellenton, FL were another organization
part of the EJEPL that were affected by
Hurricane Irma. Eric Wessel, General
Manager of the Gulf Coast Flames
mentioned that himself as well as the

Four fallen down oak trees damage the barn of Head
Coach, Central Florida Hockey Club Kevin Conway
during Hurricane Irma

families and players part of the club had all
lost power during the hurricane. Although
much property damage was suffered,
everyone from the Gulf Coast Flames
organization is safe. Youth programs
resumed practice on September 13th and their
18u team, part of the EJEPL started their
practices back up on September 14th. They did
have to cancel their in state games for the
weekend of September 15th however. Eric
stated, “Families, kids, and everybody are
looking to get back to their normal routines”
in reference to their practices.
The Florida Golden Wolves were the
third member organization of the EJEPL
affected by this tragic hurricane. We are glad
to report that all players, families, coaches,
and managers are safe and had made it
through the hurricane. However, the
destruction caused from this natural disaster
was massive, and on September 14th the
Wolves home rink was still down without
power. This did not put a dent in the hockey
spirit of this club though as they were able to
use Kendall Ice Arena in Miami as well as the
ice rink in Coral Springs to continue hockey
practices and other hockey operations. We
are relieved that our Florida teams made it
out of this hurricane safely and are able to
continue participating in their youth hockey
programs.
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“Organizational Spotlight”
Featuring the Maine Moose
Organization
The Maine Moose 18u team
captured the National Championship out in
Lansing, Michigan on April 10, 2017 going a
perfect 5-0 during the tournament. For
many of those players, it is their second
National Championship as they won the T2
16u National Championship in the previous
season. The Moose defeated the
Chesterfield Falcons, Junior Sun Devils, and
the Alaska Wolves in pool play to advance
to the semi-final game. During the semifinals game, the Moose beat Fort Wayne
which turned out to be a chippy game and
eventually went on to beat the NH
Avalanche by a score of 3-2 to win the
tournament.

2017-2018 EJEPL Kicks off in
Full Swing with the Maine
Moose
After another banner year for
the Maine Moose, they are eager to
continue this season with the same
goals in mind….winning another title!
The Moose kicked off the final
weekend in August by playing in their
first EJEPL Showcase of the year. The
18u and 16u teams traveled to
Newington, CT to start their season
off and the 14u and 12u teams played
at IceWorks Skating Complex in Aston,
PA. The 13u team will be playing their
games in New Jersey.
The Moose are competing in the
14u Diamond Division in the EJEPL as
well as in the 14u T2 Division in the
Maine Amateur Hockey Association
(MEAHA). Their 13u team is
competing in the 13u Diamond
Division in the EJEPL and also with
the 14u T3 Division of the MEAHA.

The Maine Moose 18u team captured the National Championship
out in Lansing Michigan on April 10, 2017

Their 18u team is competing in the EJEPL 18u
Platinum Division as well as the 18u Division
in the MEAHA. The 16u team is competing in
the 16u Diamond Division of the EJEPL along
with the 16u Division in the MEAHA. Finally,
the Maine Moose 12u team will be competing
in the EJEPL 12u Diamond Division and also
with the MEAHA 12u T2 Division in the
MEAHA.

Head Coach Ben Gray of the Maine Moose 16u team leads the
charge during the EJEPL August Showcase in Newington, CT –
(photo credits to Michele Bertolini)
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Moose Teams Show
Strength at First EJEPL
Showcase

Maine Moose 3 Stars
1st Star

2nd Star

3rd Star

#37 Owen Drummey
14u
#34 Max
Michaud 16u

Joe Clark of the 16u team led his group to a 4-1
weekend at the first EJEPL Showcase – (photo credits
to Michele Bertolini)

The Maine Moose continue to show
their strength as a new season begins.
After the first EJEPL Showcase, the Moose
had five teams combine for 15 league wins.
Leading the way were the 16u and 14u
teams. The 16u team went 4-1 defeating
the LI Edge, GNY Stars, Ramapo Saints,
and York Devils. Joe Clark registered 10
points in five games. The 14u team went a
whopping 5-0 as they defeated the Protec
Ducks, NY Apple Core, Howard Huskies, NJ
Freeze, and Western Mass Vipers. Owen
Drummey leads the team in points
registering 9 goals and 5 assists in five
games. The 16u team sits just one point out
of first place as they trail the Hatfield Ice
Dogs.

16u goaltender Brenden
Gasaway goes 2-1
making 80 saves during
the Showcase (photo
credits to Michele
Bertolini)

#6 Joe Clark
16u

Max Michaud of the 16u team
went 2-0 in the first EJEPL Showcase. He
picked up 2 shutouts in the games
making 52 saves.
Owen Drummey of the 14u team
helped guide his team going undefeated
in the Showcase registering 5 wins. He
picked up 14 points during those games.
Joe Clark of the 16u team guided
his team to a 4-1 record registering 10
points in five games.

#24 Andrew Bertolini picks up 2 goals and 2 assists to help
the 16u Maine Moose team to a 4-1 record
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Futures Showcase a Success in Rhode
Island, Long Island, and Pennsylvania
Warwick, Rhode Island……The EJEPL completed the second round of showcases for
the 10-12-14 U Futures levels over the September 15-17 weekend. 10u and 12u games in RI
were played at the West Warwick Arena, Thayer and Warburton Arenas in Warwick, RI,
Brown University, Cranston, and Smithfield rinks. The 14u Gold division played on LI at
Cantiaque Park and Long Beach Arena with a few games at Abe Stark Arena in Brooklyn,
NY. The 14u Silver division played in Pennsylvania at Hatfield Triple Rinks. In Rhode
Island, many games went into OT. In the 10u Gold division, Long Beach is in 1 st with an 8-0
record, followed by the LI Royals 6-3, RI Jr. Blues 4-4, Southern RI 4-4 and Hunterdon
Bears at 3-1.
In the 10u Silver Conference, Bowie Hockey leads the way at 7-2, followed by the LI
Ice Cats 5-1, Delco Phantoms 4-3, Apple Core 4-4 and North Shore Coyotes at 4-4. In the 12u
Gold division, Piedmont is dominating at 11-0 followed by the just as tough Long Beach
Lightning at 9-0. Delco is at 8-2, Hunterdon 6-1-2 and the NJ Freeze at 6-2. The 12u Silver
division is just as exciting with Apple Core and Brewster both at 9-0, Nassau County Lions
at 7-1, Southern Rhode Island and Toms River Black Hawks both sit at 6-2 leaving the Delco
Phantoms within striking distance at 5-3.
In the 14u Gold division, the top five teams are Howard Huskies, Palmyra Black
Knights, Long Beach Lightning, Delco Phantoms, and the Piedmont Predators. The 14u
Silver division’s top teams are Long Beach at 7-1, Bowie and Delco both at 6-1, LI Royals at
5-3 and the LI Arrows at 4-2.
All the games were on time and I want to thank the EJEPL Supervisors….Larry
Nastasi, Steve Kauffman, Jeff DeSalvo, and Jay Provost for their excellent job as event
supervisors. Only the October 20-22 Diamond Showcase in Philadelphia remains for the 9u14u levels for the 2017-18 season. In the Philadelphia area, Aston IceWorks, The Pond, Igloo
Ice Center, and Revolution Ice Gardens will be used for the event.
Please visit the EJEPL website at EJEPL.NET for all standings, stats (14u-18u), stories, and
features.
From our Commissioner, Henry Lazar
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Women’s EJEPL
The EJEPL’s different divisions
are named deliberately in honor of
different individuals who have had, or
are having an impact on the overall
game of hockey, or who have provided
the building blocks for hockey in the
EJEPL’s footprint. Our women’s
programs currently consist of the 12u
and 14u divisions respectively. The 12u
division boasts six teams and is called
the Alexandra Carpenter Conference.
The 14u division consists of eight teams
and is called the Angela Ruggiero
Conference.
Alexandra Carpenter is an
American ice hockey player and a
member of the 2014 United States
Olympic team. She became the first
player in the history of the Boston
College Eagles program, and the first
player from the Hockey East Conference
to claim the Patty Kazmaier Award. This
award is given to the top female college
ice hockey player in the United States.
Carpenter also won the Silver Medal in
the 2010 IIHF Women’s Under 18
championships.
Angela Ruggiero is one of the most
prominent ice hockey players in the
world and is a member of the 2015
Hockey Hall of Fame. Ruggiero competed
in four Olympics with the United States
Olympic hockey team winning a gold
medal in 1998, silver in 2002 and 2010,
and a bronze medal in 2006. She has
worn the USA jersey in more games than
any other man or woman in USA hockey
history. Ruggiero was once named the
“top female player in the world” by
ESPN. As a member of the International
Olympic Committee, she has been given
numerous leadership roles within the
Olympic Movement.
Our women’s EJEPL hockey
programs and regular season games
kicked off during the weekend of
September 16th. In our 14u division, the
Nova Ice Dogs sit atop first place with a

Alexandra Carpenter,
member of the 2014 United
States Olympic Team

Angela Ruggiero, member of
the 2015 Hockey Hall of
Fame

2-2 record and 7 points. The Lady Islanders
trail the Ice Dogs by only 2 points and have
two games in hand.
The girls divisions will play between
10-14 regular season games as well as their
games in the showcase. The showcase this
year will be in December at Dartmouth
College with playoffs beginning at the end of
January.

Long Island Royals – 1 Player is a
Northeastern Commit and the Other
a USA 17u 5 Nations Tournament
Gold Player

Robert Mastrosimone
wins gold at 5 Nations
Tournament, Czech
Republic

Brandon Chabrier
commits to
Northeastern
University

Congratulations to former two year
’02 Long Island Royals defenseman
Brandon Chabrier on his commitment to
Northeastern University!
We would also like to congratulate
Robert Mastrosimone ’01 and Team USA
as they won gold at the Five Nations
Tournament in Ostrava, Czech Republic
this past summer.
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EJEPL League Events 2017-2018
Mandatory Showcases
15u Split Season

CT Chiefs

Newington, CT

Oct 6-9

9-10-11-12-13-14 (Diamond)

EJEPL

Philadelphia Area

Oct 20-22

15u

CT Roughriders

Norwalk, CT

Jan 5-7

16/18u Platinum

Brewster

Brewster, NY

Oct 20-22

16u Diamond

Brewster

Brewster, NY

Oct 20-22

18u Diamond

EJEPL/SO Conn

Milford/Hamden

Oct 20-22

16/18u (Platinum/Diamond)

N. Cyclones

Hudson, NH

Dec 15-17

16/18u (All Levels)

EJEPL

Philadelphia Area

Jan 5-7

10u Diamond

EJEPL

Rhode Island

Feb 10-11

9-11-12-13-14-15u (Diamond)

EJEPL

IceWorks, Aston

Feb 2-4

16-18u (All Levels)

Igloo Jaguars

Mt. Laurel, NJ

Feb 2-4

10, 12, (Futures)

Red Bank Generals

Red Bank, NJ

Feb 9-11

14u (Futures)

Long Beach

Long Beach, NY

Feb 10-11

10-12-14 (MADD)

Freeport

Freeport, NY

Mar 10-11

Girls

EJEPL

Attleboro, MA

Jan 27-28

Split Season

CT Chiefs

Northern, CT

Oct 28

15-16 & 18u

EJEPL

Trinity College

Feb 20

10-11u

Spring Fling

NESC

May 18

12-13-14u

Norwalk RR

Sono Ice House

Jan 15

Annual Meeting 2018

Marriott Hotel-Stamford, CT

Other EJEPL Showcases

Playoffs

All-Stars

1pm

April 30th
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